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a b s t r a c t

We describe a solution to the SAT problem via non-confluent P systems with active mem-
branes, without using membrane division rules. Furthermore, we provide an algorithm for
simulating such devices on a nondeterministic Turing machine with a polynomial slow-
down. Together, these results prove that the complexity class of problems solvable non-
confluently and in polynomial time by this kind of P system is exactly the class NP.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Membrane systems (also called P systems) have been introduced in [6] as a newclass of distributed andparallel computing
device, inspired by the structure and functioning of living cells. The basicmodel consists of a hierarchical structure composed
of several membranes, embedded into a main membrane called the skin. Membranes divide the space into regions, that
contain some objects (represented by symbols of an alphabet) and developmental rules. Using these rules, the objects may
evolve and/ormove from one region to a neighboring one.Moreover, themembrane structure can bemodified, by dissolving
membranes. A computation starts from an initial configuration of the system, and terminates when no evolution rule can be
applied. Usually, the result of a computation is the multiset of objects contained in an output membrane or emitted from the
skin of the system.
In [7], a variant of such systems was proposed, where the membrane structure can be modified also by adding new

membranes, which can be created by dividing existing membranes, through a processes inspired from cellularmitosis. This
variant allows the production of an exponential number of membranes in polynomial time. For this reason, in the cited
paper, it was shown that such systems are able to solve NP-complete problems in a time-efficient way (by trading space for
time).
Starting from this result, various complexity classes for P systems were defined [9]. Such classes were then compared

with usual complexity classes such as P andNP (see, e.g., [10] and [2]); in [13,1] it was shown that complexity classes defined
in terms of two variants of P systemswith activemembranes contain all problems in PSPACE. In [12] it was shown that there
exists a complexity class for P systems with active membranes which includes the class PSPACE and which is included in
the class EXP; in [14] this result was strengthened by proving equality to PSPACE.
The previous results were given considering either deterministic systems or confluent systems, i.e. systems which can

operate in a non deterministic way, but in such a way that the result (acceptance or rejection) of every computation is the
same (thus, the simulation of a single computation is enough to determine the result of all computations).
In [16] it was shown that the class of problems solved by confluent P systems in polynomial time without using mem-

brane division, usually denoted by PMCN AM , is equal to the standard complexity class P. In this paper, we continue in this
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direction, considering non-confluent P systemswithout membrane division and operating in polynomial time.We first pro-
pose a solution for the decision problem SAT (satisfiability for Boolean formulas) with a polynomially semi-uniform family
of non-confluent P systems without membrane division, thus proving that NP ⊆ NPMCN AM . Then we prove the reverse
inclusion, providing a non-deterministic variant of the theorem proved in [16], showing that non-confluent P systemswith-
out membrane division can be simulated in polynomial time by non-deterministic Turing machines. As a consequence, we
have that NPMCN AM equals the complexity class NP.
In what follows, we assume the reader is already familiar with the basic notions and the terminology underlying P

systems. For a systematic introduction, we refer the reader to [8]. A survey and an up-to-date bibliography concerning P
systems can be found at the web address http://ppage.psystems.eu.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give basic definitions for membrane systems which will be

used throughout the rest of the paper. In Section 3we show that all problems inNP can be solved in polynomial time by non-
confluent P systems without membrane division. In Section 4 we prove that non-confluent P systems without membrane
division can be simulated by non-deterministic Turing machines in polynomial time, thus proving the converse inclusion.
Section 5 concludes the paper and presents open problems and directions for future research.

2. Definitions

We begin by recalling the formal definition of P systemwith active membranes, and the usual process by which they are
used to solve decision problems.

Definition 1. A P system with active membranes is a structure

Π = (Γ ,Λ, µ,w1, . . . , wm, R)

where

• Γ is a finite alphabet of symbols or objects;
• Λ is a finite set of labels;
• µ is a membrane structure (i.e. a rooted, unordered tree) of m membranes, labeled with elements of Λ; different
membranes may be given the same label;
• w1, . . . , wm are multisets over Γ describing the initial content of themmembranes in µ;
• R is a finite set of developmental rules.

The polarization of a membrane is one of+ (positive),− (negative) or 0 (neutral); each membrane is assumed to be initially
neutral.
Developmental rules are of the following six kinds:

• Object evolution rule of the form [a→ w]αh
It can be applied to a membrane labeled by h, having polarization α and containing an occurrence of the object a; the

object a is rewritten to the multisetw (i.e. a is removed from the multiset in h and replaced by every object inw).
• Communication rule of the form a [ ]αh → [b]

β

h
It can be applied to a membrane labeled by h, having polarization α and such that the external region contains an

occurrence of the object a; the object a is sent into h becoming b and, simultaneously, the polarization of h is changed
to β .
• Communication rule of the form [a]αh → [ ]

β

h b
It can be applied to a membrane labeled by h, having polarization α and containing an occurrence of the object a;

the object a is sent out from membrane h to the outside region, becoming b and, simultaneously, the polarization of h is
changed to β .
• Dissolution rule of the form [a]αh → b

It can be applied to a membrane labeled by h, having polarization α and containing an occurrence of the object a;
the membrane h is dissolved and its content is left in the surrounding region unaltered, except that an occurrence of a
becomes b.

The two following kinds of rule are only described here for completeness, but they are not used in the rest of this paper:

• Elementary division rule of the form [a]αh → [b]
β

h [c]
γ

h
It can be applied to an elementary membrane labeled by h, having polarization α and containing an occurrence of the

object a; themembrane is divided into twomembranes having label h and polarizations β and γ ; the object a is replaced,
respectively, by b and c while the other objects in the initial multiset are copied to both membranes.

http://ppage.psystems.eu
http://ppage.psystems.eu
http://ppage.psystems.eu
http://ppage.psystems.eu
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• Non-elementary division rule of the form[
[ ]
+

h1
· · · [ ]

+

hk
[ ]
−

hk+1
· · · [ ]

−

hn

]α
h →

[
[ ]
δ
h1 · · · [ ]

δ
hk

]β
h

[
[ ]
ε
hk+1 · · · [ ]

ε
hn

]γ
h .

It can be applied to a non-elementarymembrane labeled by h, having polarizationα, containing the positively charged
membranes h1, . . . , hk and the negatively charged membranes hk+1, . . . , hn; no other non-neutral membrane may be
contained in h. The membrane h is divided into two copies with polarization β and γ ; the positive children are placed
inside the former, their polarization changed to δ, while the negative ones are placed inside the latter, their polarization
changed to ε. Any neutral membrane inside h is duplicated and placed inside both copies.

A configuration of a P system with active membranes Π is given by a membrane structure and the multisets contained
in its regions. In particular, the initial configuration is given by the membrane structure µ and the initial contents of
its membranes w1, . . . , wm. A computation step leads from a configuration to the next one according to the following
principles:

• the developmental rules are applied in a maximally parallel way: when one or more rules can be applied to an object
and/ormembrane, then one of themmust be applied. The only elements left untouched are thosewhich cannot be subject
to any rule;
• each object can be subject to only one rule during that step. Also membranes can be subject to only one rule, except that
any number of object evolution rules can be applied inside them;
• when more than one rule can be applied to an object or membrane, then the one actually applied is chosen
nondeterministically. Thus multiple, distinct, configurations may be reachable by means of a computation step from
a single configuration;
• when a dissolution or division rule is applied to a membrane, the multiset of objects to be released outside or copied is
the one after any application of object evolution rules inside such membrane;
• the skin membrane can not be divided or dissolved, nor any object can be sent in from the environment surrounding it
(i.e. an object which leaves the skin membrane can not be brought in again).

A sequence of configurations, each one reachable from the previous one by means of developmental rules, is called a
computation. Due to nondeterminism, there may be multiple computations starting from the initial configuration, thus
giving birth to a computation tree. A computation halts when no further configuration can be reached, i.e. when no rule
can be applied in a given configuration.
Families of recognizer P systems can be used to decide languages (or, equivalently, to solve decision problems) as follows.

Definition 2. LetΠ be a P system whose alphabet contains two distinct objects yes and no, such that every computation of
Π is halting and during each computation exactly one of the objects yes, no is sent out from the skin to signal acceptance or
rejection. If all the computations ofΠ agree on the result, thenΠ is said to be confluent; if this is not necessarily the case,
then it is said to be non-confluent and the global result is acceptance iff there exists an accepting computation.
Definition 3. Let L ⊆ Σ? be a language,D a class of P systems and let5 = {Πx | x ∈ Σ?

} ⊆ D be a family of P systems,
either confluent or non-confluent. We say that5 decides Lwhen, for each x ∈ Σ?, x ∈ L iffΠx accepts.
Complexity classes for P systems are defined by imposing a uniformity condition on5 and restricting the amount of time

available for deciding a language.
Definition 4. A language L ⊆ Σ? belongs to the complexity class PMCD iff there exists a family of confluent P systems
5 = {Πx | x ∈ Σ?

} ⊆ D deciding L such that

• 5 is polynomially semi-uniform, i.e. there exists a deterministic Turing machine which, for each input x ∈ Σ?, constructs
the P systemΠx in polynomial time;
• 5 itself operates in polynomial time, i.e. there exists a polynomial p such that, for each x ∈ Σ?, every computation ofΠx
halts within p(|x|) steps.

The analogous complexity class for non-confluent P systems is denoted by NPMCD .
From now on, the only classD of P systems we are going to consider isN AM, the class of P systems with active mem-

branes without any membrane division rules; furthermore, we restrict our attention to non-confluent P systems.

3. Solving SAT via non-confluence

In this section, we show how to solve the SAT problem by using a semi-uniform family of non-confluent P systems with
active membranes, without any form of membrane division rule. A non-confluent solution to this problem, using transition
P systems with cooperation and priorities between rules (which are both very powerful features), can be found in [9]; on
the other hand, we only use context-free rules and no priorities, as in the standard definition of P systems with active
membranes. The idea of our solution is representing the parse tree of a formula as a membrane structure, then evaluating
the formula, by using communication rules, according to a nondeterministically generated truth assignment (as we dowhen
solving SAT via a nondeterministic Turing machine). We begin by describing the evaluation phase, then we turn to the
generation of truth assignments.
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3.1. Evaluating Boolean formulas without variables

The setΦ0 of Boolean formulas without variables is recursively constructed from the Boolean constants 0 and 1 and the
usual connectives (conjunction, disjunction and negation) according to the following context-free grammar:

Φ0 → 0 | 1 | (Φ0 ∧ Φ0) | (Φ0 ∨ Φ0) | ¬Φ0.
Such formulas can be evaluated recursively by using the truth table associated with each connective.
An alternative characterization of Boolean formulas is given by their parse trees, and this is where P systems come into

play. Indeed,membrane structures are nothing but trees: this suggests a representationwhere Boolean constants correspond
to elementary membranes, and a complex formula φ is built by enclosing one or two membrane structures (representing
the subformulas of φ) by a membrane corresponding to the principal connective. The only potential complication is given
by the fact that parse trees are ordered trees, while membrane structures are not (i.e. there is no distinguished ‘‘first’’ child
membrane, ‘‘second’’ child, etc.). In the context of the evaluation of formulas, however, this poses no real problem, as both
binary connectives are commutative.
In order to give a formal transformation from a Boolean formula φ ∈ Φ0 to a membrane structure µ(φ), we also need to

provide a labeling scheme for the membranes. We begin by indexing each constant and connective in φ with an increasing
positive integer, starting from the left. For instance, the Boolean formula 1∧ (0∨¬1) is indexed as 11 ∧2 (03 ∨4 ¬516). The
membrane structure corresponding to φ can then be recursively defined by

µ(φ) =

{
[ ]i if φ = 0i or φ = 1i
[µ(ψ) µ(χ)]i if φ = (ψ ∧i χ) or φ = (ψ ∨i χ)
[µ(ψ)]i if φ = ¬iψ

(1)

that is, the indices are used as labels for the membranes. We give different labels to membranes corresponding to different
occurrences of the same connective or constant; this is not strictly necessary with this kind of formula, as each occurrence
behaves in the same way with respect to evaluation; however, we will need such a unique labeling scheme when dealing
with variables.
The next step is the evaluation proper of our formula. This is performed by using communication rules only; thus, at

most one rule per step can be applied for each membrane. The only possible values for a Boolean formula are 0 and 1; we
represent these values as the two symbol-objects 0 and 1 in the alphabet of the P system. The evaluation of a subformula φ is
performed by sending out from themembrane corresponding to the principal connective of φ either 0 or 1, according to the
value of φ. We assume that, in the initial configuration, each elementary membrane contains exactly one copy of the object
corresponding to the constant it represents; that is, if 0i (resp. 1i) occurs in φ, then membrane i inµ(φ) contains exactly the
object 0 (resp. 1). As for the base case, when φ is simply 0i, its evaluation is then performed simply by sending out the object
0 according to the communication rule

[0]0i → [ ]
−

i 0. (2)
We set the polarization of membrane i to negative in order to signal that no further result is to be produced from the
membrane. When φ is 1i we proceed analogously:

[1]0i → [ ]
−

i 1. (3)
Thus the evaluation of formulas consisting only of a Boolean constant is performed correctly, and it requires a single
computation step.
Let us now consider complex formulas. When φ is (ψ ∧i χ) and we assume that the evaluation of ψ and χ is correct

and performed in, respectively,m and n steps, then we know that two value-objects will be sent to membrane i. In order to
compute the conjunction of these values, we begin by observing the first object to arrive1: if it is a 0 we can already output
the final result 0 by using the following rule:

[0]0i → [ ]
−

i 0 (4)
as conjunction is false when one of the two conjuncts is. However, if the first value is 1, we need to remember that this value
has arrived andwait for the other one.Wedo so by changing the polarization ofmembrane i to positive,while simultaneously
getting rid of the 1 by sending it out transformed to #: this is a ‘‘junk’’ object which will not have any further role during the
computation (i.e. it does not appear on the left-hand side of any rule). The corresponding rule is

[1]0i → [ ]
+

i #. (5)
When the second value-object is observed, we can just send it out from themembrane, as 1∧ x evaluates to x; the following
two rules handle this case:

[0]+i → [ ]
−

i 0 (6)

[1]+i → [ ]
−

i 1. (7)

Thus we can evaluate conjunction correctly in at most max{m, n} + 2 steps.

1 The two objects may also arrive simultaneously, whenm = n; in that case the first object to be observed is then chosen nondeterministically as usual.
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The case φ = (ψ ∨i χ) is dual; the corresponding rules are chosen to exploit the fact that 0 ∨ x evaluates to x and 1 ∨ x
evaluates to 1:

[1]0i → [ ]
−

i 1 (8)

[0]0i → [ ]
+

i # (9)

[0]+i → [ ]
−

i 0 (10)

[1]+i → [ ]
−

i 1. (11)

Evaluating disjunction also requires at most max{m, n} + 2 steps.
The final case is φ = ¬iψ; evaluating negation simply means exchanging zeros and ones:

[0]0i → [ ]
−

i 1 (12)

[1]0i → [ ]
−

i 0. (13)

This requires n+ 1 steps, where n is the time required to evaluate ψ .

Lemma 1. The Boolean formula problem (that is, deciding whether φ ∈ Φ0 evaluates to 1) can be solved in linear time via a
polynomially semi-uniform family5 of confluent P systems with active membranes by using only communication rules.

Proof. Let φ ∈ Φ0 be a formula of length n. The P systemΠφ ∈ 5 associated with it has the following features:

• the alphabet is Γ = {0, 1,#, yes, no};
• the set of labels isΛ = {0, . . . , n};
• the membrane structure is µ = [µ(φ)]0, that is, the membrane structure defined in (1), further enclosed by a skin
membrane having label 0;
• each elementary membrane contains exactly one copy of the value-object corresponding to the Boolean constant it
represents; every other membrane is initially empty;
• the set of rules R contains, for each i:
– a copy of rule (2) if φ contains 0i;
– a copy of rule (3) if φ contains 1i;
– a copy of rules (4) to (7) if φ contains ∧i;
– a copy of rules (8) to (11) if φ contains ∨i;
– a copy of rules (12) and (13) if φ contains ¬i;
– a pair of rules to convert the result of the evaluation into a result of acceptance or rejection:

[1]00 → [ ]
−

0 yes [0]00 → [ ]
−

0 no.

Then Πφ can be constructed in polynomial time by a Turing machine: the membrane structure is isomorphic to the parse
tree of φ (when viewed as an unordered tree), which can be computed in polynomial time by using any parsing algorithm
such as CYK [3]; then, for each membrane O(1) time is needed to output its initial contents and the set of rules associated
to it. Thus5 is polynomially semi-uniform.
Furthermore, by induction on n we see that the result of the evaluation of φ is sent to the skin membrane (and then

converted to yes or no) in O(n) steps; thusΠφ operates in linear time with respect to the size of φ. �

3.2. Finding a satisfying truth assignment

We now turn our attention to the setΦ of Boolean formulas with variables. Such set is defined recursively by

Φ → V | (Φ ∧ Φ) | (Φ ∨ Φ) | ¬Φ

where V is a countably infinite set of variables. The problem is deciding whether φ ∈ Φ has a satisfying truth assignment.
Solving this problem by using non-confluent P systems is similar to the usual nondeterministic solution: first guess a

truth assignment for the variables occurring in φ, then evaluate φ according to such an assignment and accept if and only if
the result is 1, rejecting otherwise. Since nondeterminism ensures that only a satisfying assignment is guessed (if it exists
at all), the correctness of this approach is easily established.
Noticing that we are already able to perform evaluation once each variable has been replaced by its truth value, as we

showed in the previous section, and that the non-confluent behavior of P systems is the same as that of nondeterministic
Turing machines, we choose to implement the same method. First we take into account the different structure of formulas
(which are indexed by integers as above) in the definition of the membrane structure:

µ(φ) =

{
[ ]i if φ = xi for some x ∈ V
[µ(ψ) µ(χ)]i if φ = (ψ ∧i χ) or φ = (ψ ∨i χ)
[µ(ψ)]i if φ = ¬iψ

(14)

thus elementary membranes now correspond to variables.
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In order to evaluate the formula consistently, we need to ensure that each occurrence of the same variable evaluates to
the same Boolean value; thus, it is not possible to generate the truth assignment directly inside the elementary membranes.
A solution is generating the object-values corresponding to each variable (with the necessary multiplicity) in a single place
(e.g. inside the skin membrane) before moving them to the elementary membranes, again by using communication rules,
and then proceeding with the evaluation as described in the previous section.
Let φ ∈ Φ and let be x1, . . . , xk be all the variables occurring in φ; finally, let µ = [µ(φ)]0 be our membrane structure.

Initially, we put one copy of each object x1, . . . , xk inside the skin membrane (labeled by 0) and, for i = 1, . . . , k, we define
a pair of conflicting object evolution rules

[xi → fi]00 (15)

[xi → ti]00 (16)

representing a nondeterministic choice for the value of xi, where fi indicates a false value for xi and ti a true value. Then,
each of these temporary objects generates a number of zeroes and ones according to the number of occurrences of xi in φ
by using object evolution rules; furthermore, each of these value-objects is subscripted by using the label of a membrane
representing an occurrence of xi. Thus, if j1, . . . , j` are the indices of the occurrences of xi in φ, the corresponding evolution
rules are

[fi → 0j1 · · · 0j` ]
0
0 (17)

[ti → 1j1 · · · 1j` ]
0
0. (18)

After two computation steps, the skinmembrane contains the required number of value-objects, one for each occurrence
of a variable, each one subscripted by the label of the elementary membrane it belongs to. By using communication rules,
wemove these objects along the unique path from the skinmembrane to its targetmembrane. If j is the label of amembrane
on the path from the skin to membrane i, including the skin but excluding membrane i itself, then we define the following
communication rules

0i [ ]αj → [0i]
α
j ∀α ∈ {+, 0,−} (19)

1i [ ]αj → [1i]
α
j ∀α ∈ {+, 0,−} (20)

to move the appropriate value-object one step closer to the target (i.e. one level down towards the leaves, when looking
at the membrane structure as a tree). As for the target membrane i itself, it absorbs the value-object while removing its
subscript:

0i [ ]0i → [0]
0
i (21)

1i [ ]0i → [1]
0
i . (22)

Now the evaluationmay proceed as described in Section 3.1. Observe how the new communication rules – those bringing
the evaluated occurrences of variables to the elementary membranes – do not interfere with the old rules from the point
of view of correctness, since values moving towards their target membrane are subscripted instead of ‘‘plain’’ and such
movements do not alter any polarization.
This completes the description of our algorithm for solving the satisfiability problem; we now need to show that it can

be executed in polynomial time.

Lemma 2. The satisfiability problem for Boolean formulas can be solved in polynomial time via a polynomially semi-uniform
family5 of non-confluent P systems with active membranes by using only object evolution and communication rules.

Proof. Given φ ∈ Φ of length n, let x1, . . . , xk be the variables occurring in φ; we construct the P system Πφ ∈ 5 having
the following features:

• the alphabet is Γ = {xi, fi, ti, 0i, 1i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {0, 1,#, yes, no};
• the set of labels isΛ = {0, . . . , n};
• the membrane structure is µ = [µ(φ)]0;
• the initial skin multiset is x1 · · · xk, while every other membrane is initially empty;
• the set of rules R is given by the same set of rules as in the proof of Lemma 1, augmented by a copy of the following rules
for each variable xi:
– a copy of rules (15) to (18);
– a copy of rules (19) and (20) for each membrane on the path from the skin to membrane i excluded;
– a copy of rules (21) and (22).

The P systemΠφ can be constructed in O(n2) time given the parse tree of φ, as rules (15), (18), (21) and (22) are of constant
length while rules (17) to (20) are of length O(n) and can be constructed by e.g. performing a depth-first search of the parse
tree of φ, requiring linear time.
As for the computation time of Πφ , we have already seen that generating all the copies of the object-values we need

requires just two computation steps. Each of these value-objects then needs to move to its target membrane. This requires
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moving through a number ofmembranes equal to the depth of the targetmembrane, which is atmost n. Since there areO(n)
value-objects, one for each occurrence of a variable, and assuming they move only one at a time (this is not necessarily true,
since often there exist non-overlapping sub-paths in themembrane structure; however, this provides an upper bound) after
O(n2) steps each value will have reached its target membrane. After that, further O(n) steps are required to complete the
evaluation as in Lemma 1 (again, due to parallelism, evaluation may have already begun in some regions of the membrane
structure, even if some values are still moving to their destination). Hence, the total number of steps is O(n2).
The nondeterministic choices between rules (15) and (16) made during the first computation step give rise to every

possible truth assignment to the variables; thus, if any satisfying assignment exists, it leads to an accepting computation;
when this is not the case, every computation is rejecting. Hence, according to the acceptance policy for non-confluent P
systems, the formula φ is accepted if and only if satisfiable. �

Since the satisfiability problem is NP-complete and NPMCN AM is closed under reductions, every problem in NP can be
solved in non-confluent polynomial time without using membrane division:

Theorem 1. NP ⊆ NPMCN AM . �

4. Simulating non-confluent P systems

A well-known result in membrane computing, called the Milano theorem [16], states that a confluent P system with
active membranes without division rules can be simulated by a deterministic Turingmachine with a polynomial slowdown.
In this section, we prove a nondeterministic version of this theorem by providing a simulation algorithm; the algorithm is
assumed to run on a nondeterministic random access machine with constant time addition and subtraction, but linear time
multiplication; such device can be simulated efficiently by a nondeterministic Turing machine [5].
We begin by describing the representation of the P system to be given as input. The membrane structure is represented

as a rooted tree, each node having a list of children and fields representing its label, polarization and multiset of objects.
We also define an environment multiset to collect the output of the skin membrane. Multisets over the alphabet Γ are
represented by vectors of |Γ | binary integers (the ith component measuring the multiplicity of the ith symbol according to
an arbitrary total ordering of the alphabet); this representation is particularly useful from an algorithmic point of view, as
multiset operations are reduced to arithmetic operations. Finally, each developmental rule is described as a record holding
each component involved in its application:

• records representing object evolution rules require fields representing the label and polarization of the membrane, the
object on the left-hand side and the multiset on the right-hand side of the arrow;
• both kinds of evolution rules require the label of the membrane as well as the objects and polarizations on the left and
right-hand sides;
• dissolution rules require the label and polarization of the membrane, as well as the objects on the left and right-hand
side.

A straightforward simulation algorithm is given by the usual ‘‘semantics’’ of P systems: for each object or membrane,
nondeterministically chosen, we pick a rule applicable to said items (again in a nondeterministic way) and change the
configuration accordingly, taking care of applying only one communication or dissolution rule to eachmembrane, of leaving
objects introduced by the right-hand side of rules untouched until the next step, and of applying a dissolution rule to
a membrane only after all possible objects contained inside it have evolved. Unfortunately, such an approach yields an
inefficient algorithm, even when using a nondeterministic random access machine, as the number of objects can increase
exponentially during the computation, thus requiring exponential time (with respect to the length of the description of the
P system) in the worst-case scenario just to simulate object-evolution rules.

4.1. A polynomial-time simulation algorithm

Our solution is based on the diametrically opposed approach: instead of choosing a rule for each object or membrane,
we iterate in nondeterministic order over the developmental rules, discarding them after application (or whenever they
are not applicable); when an object evolution rule [a → w]αh is chosen, we decide (again in a nondeterministic way) how
many occurrences of a inside the membrane labeled by h are to be rewritten into w. As multiple evolution rules having a
on the left-hand side may occur, this number is not necessarily the maximum (or one less than the maximum, assuming an
occurrence of a is used up by a communication or dissolution rule). The only drawback of our approach is the need to ensure
that all objects which can evolve actually do so during each step; but, as we are using a nondeterministic machine to carry
out the simulation, we can simply check that this requirement is met just before the end of the simulated step, aborting the
computation by rejecting when this is not the case.
The maximum number of occurrences of objects inside the membrane structure is given by the following lemma.

Lemma 3. Let Π be a non-confluent P system with active membranes without division rules having a description of length n.
Then each possible configuration after t steps contains at most 2O(t log n) objects.
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Proof. SinceΠ has a description of length n, in particular

• there are at most n objects in the initial configuration;
• each object evolution rule has length at most n, thus any object can be rewritten into a multiset of size at most n.

The only rules increasing the number of objects are object evolution rules: in the worst case, each object is rewritten into at
most n objects. This gives an upper bound of nt+1 = 2O(t log n) objects after t steps. �

This is, of course, also a bound on the multiplicity of an object in a single membrane; representing such integer in binary
requires O(t log n) bits, which can be guessed by a nondeterministic machine in order to decide how many occurrences of
an object will be rewritten by the evolution rule.
In order to keep track of which objects and membranes have already been used during the current simulation step,

we first make a temporary copy C ′ of the current configuration C. We refer to C ′ in order to find out whether a rule is
applicable; such temporary configuration is updated by removing the objects on the left-hand side of rules without adding
those on the right-hand side, since they can not be subject to further rules until the next simulated step; furthermore, each
membrane subject to communication or dissolution rules is marked as used (we do so by removing all communication and
dissolution rules involving such membrane from the set of eligible rules for the current simulated step). Finally, dissolution
is not actually performed in C ′, as further evolution rules may be applied to any untouched object left inside the dissolving
membrane; we just mark the membrane as used and remove the object on the left-hand side. The developmental rules are
instead applied as by the definition, polarization changes included, in the actual configuration C, again with the exception
of dissolution rules: the membranes to be dissolved are marked as such and they are concretely removed only after the set
of rules to apply has been exhausted.
After having checked that maximal parallelism has been simulated correctly and having removed any dissolved

membrane in C, thus ensuring that the new value of C is indeed a valid configuration reachable from the previous one,
the temporary configuration C ′ can be discarded and we may proceed with the simulation of the following step, until the
result of the computation is found: this last condition can be checked by inspecting the environment multiset.

Algorithm 1. Let Π be a non-confluent P system with active membranes without division rules; let C be the initial
configuration, augmented with the environment multiset, R the set of rules and Γ the alphabet ofΠ .

A1 If either the object yes or no is found inside the environment multiset, halt by accepting or rejecting accordingly.
A2 Remove from R any rule involving membranes not existing in C. Set C ′ ← C and R′ ← R.
A3 Until R′ is empty, nondeterministically choose r ∈ R′.
A4 If r = [a → w]αh and membrane h has polarization α, nondeterministically choose a nonnegative integer k ≤ m,
wherem is the multiplicity of a inside h in C ′. This is accomplished by guessing O(logm) bits (see Lemma 3 for an
upper bound). Remove k occurrences of a from h in both C and C ′; then add k timesw to h in C. Remove r from R′.

A5 If r = [a]αh → [ ]
β

h b, membrane h has polarization α and contains an occurrence of a in C ′, then remove such
occurrence both fromC andC ′, add an occurrence of b to the parentmembrane of h inC and change the polarization
of h to β in C. Remove r from R′; furthermore, if r was applied, remove all communication and dissolution rules
involving h from R′.

A6 If r = a [ ]αh → [b]
β

h , membrane h has polarization α and its parent membrane contains an occurrence of a in C ′,
then remove such occurrence both from C and C ′, add an occurrence of b to h in C and change the polarization
of h to β in C. Remove r from R′; furthermore, if r was applied, remove all communication and dissolution rules
involving h from R′.

A7 If r = [a]αh → b, membrane h has polarizationα and contains an occurrence of a inC ′, then remove such occurrence
both from C and C ′, add an occurrence of b to the parent membrane of h in C andmark h for deletion in C. Remove
r from R′; furthermore, if r was applied, remove all communication and dissolution rules involving h from R′.

A8 For each membrane h in C and for each symbol a ∈ Γ , if h contains one or more occurrences of a in C ′, there exists an
object evolution rule [a→ w]αh ∈ R and h has polarization α in C ′, then abort the computation by rejecting.

A9 For each membrane hmarked for deletion in C, in depth-first order, add the multiset of h to the multiset in its parent
membrane in C, then remove h from the list of children of its parent membrane while adding to it all the children of h.

A10 Return to step A1.

The algorithm itself is fairly straightforward; we wish to highlight that the rules involving a dissolved membrane are
permanently deleted in step A2 only in order to avoid the need for checking whether such membrane still exists in steps
A4–A7.
As for the correctness of the algorithm, we just need to check that the rules are indeed applied in a maximally parallel

way. Suppose otherwise; then a rule which could be applied was missed, and either of the following must be the case:

• a membrane h remains which could either send out or bring in an object, or dissolve;
• an object remains which could be subject to evolution.
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The first case can never happen: when an applicable communication or dissolution rule exists, sooner or later it is chosen
nondeterministically; then, according to the algorithm, it must be actually applied to h in step A5, A6 or A7. Thus, the second
case is the only possible violation of themaximal parallelism requirement (an insufficient number of objects has been subject
to evolution while applying evolution rules in step A4); however, this violation is detected in step A8 whenever it occurs
and the whole computation is discarded.

4.2. Analysis of the algorithm

We can now prove that our algorithm is able to simulate a non-confluent P system without division with a polynomial
slowdown.

Theorem 2. Let Π be a non-confluent P system with active membranes without division rules, having a description of length n
and running in t steps. ThenΠ can be simulated by Algorithm 1 in O(n2t2 log n+ n3t) time.

Proof. Suppose we have already simulated the kth computation step of Π ; we now analyze the cost of each step of
Algorithm 1 during the (k + 1)th simulated step. Given the length of the description of Π , we know that its membrane
structure, its alphabet, its set of rules and the rules themselves have size O(n).

A1 Checking whether there are more than zero occurrences of an object in a multiset requires O(1) time on a random
access machine, assuming the vector representation.

A2 Removing the ‘‘useless’’ rules requires checking whether each membrane mentioned in the set of rules actually exists,
by traversing the membrane structure, in O(n2) time. The size of the whole configuration C is given by the product of
the number of membranes, the size of the alphabet and the size of the integer representing the multiplicity of each
object. By Lemma 3, the total size is thus

O(n)× O(n)× O(k log n) = O(n2k log n)

which is also the time required to make a copy of C, and the total for step A2.
A3 Nondeterministically choosing a rule in R′ requires linear time with respect to the size of this set, thus O(n) time.
A4 Checking whether the evolution rule is applicable requires finding membrane h in C ′ (O(n) time) plus constant time to
check polarization andmultiplicity of a. When the rule is applicable, O(k log n) bits (Lemma 3) are chosen to determine
howmany occurrences are rewritten and a subtraction (requiringO(1) time on a random accessmachine) is performed
to remove them. Then O(n) multiplications and O(n) additions are required to update the multiset inside h. The
operands of such multiplications have size O(k log n) and O(n) respectively, thus requiring O(k log n + n) time per
multiplication on a random access machine. Finally, removing the rule from R′ requires O(n) time. Hence, step A4
requires O(nk log n+ n2) time in total.

A5 Checking whether the communication rule is applicable requires O(n) time as in step A4. Applying the rules itself is
constant-time work, and removing all rules involving h from R′ requires O(n) time. Thus, step A5 requires O(n) time.

A6 This step requires O(n) time, the analysis being the same as that of step A5.
A7 This step also requires O(n) time, as in steps A5 and A6.
A8 A traversal of themembrane structure (O(n) time) is performed, while checking whether there are unused occurrences
of each of the O(n) kinds of objects. Finding a rule applicable to them requires scanning each of the O(n) rules. The total
time is thus O(n3).

A9 Here a traversal of the membrane structure is also performed. Moving a multiset requires O(n) additions, while
adjusting the membrane structure to reflect the deletion of a membrane requires O(n) time. This step can thus be
executed in O(n2) time.

A10 This step is simply a jump statement, requiring O(1) time.

Keeping in mind that steps A4–A7 are performed once for each of the O(n) remaining rules, the total time required to
simulate the kth computation step ofΠ is then O(n2k log n+ n3). Simulating all t steps then requires

t∑
k=0

O(n2k log n+ n3) = O(n2t2 log n+ n3t)

time. �

By using the complexity analysis of Algorithm 1 we are now able to prove the converse of Theorem 2.

Theorem 3. NPMCN AM ⊆ NP.

Proof. Let L ∈ NPMCN AM and let 5 = {Πx | x ∈ Σ?
} be a semi-uniform family of non-confluent P systems with ac-

tive membranes (without division rules) deciding L in polynomial time; finally, let M be the deterministic Turing machine
constructing5 in polynomial time.
We define a nondeterministic random access machine N deciding L in polynomial time. On input x ∈ Σ?, with |x| = n,

first N simulates M (in polynomial time) in order to obtain a description ofΠx, the P system deciding whether x ∈ L. Such
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description is, by hypothesis, of length p(n) for some polynomial p. This representation is then translated via a parsing al-
gorithm to the representation of P systems we fixed in this section; for instance, by using the CYK algorithm [3], we can
perform this task in O(p(n)3) time. Now N runs Algorithm 1 onΠx, thus accepting when x ∈ L and rejecting otherwise.
By hypothesis P systemΠx runs in time O(q(n)) for some polynomial q; then, by Theorem 2, the total running time ofN is
O(p(n)2q(n)2 log p(n)+ p(n)3q(n))

which is polynomial with respect to n. But then L is decided by a nondeterministic Turingmachine in polynomial time, hence
L ∈ NP. �

Thus, the two complexity classes are really the same:
Theorem 4. NPMCN AM = NP. �

5. Conclusions

Weshowed that the decision problemSAT canbe solved in polynomial timeusing a semi-uniform family of non-confluent
P systems without membrane division, proving that NP ⊆ NPMCN AM . Moreover, we proved that the reverse inclusion is
also valid, by showing that non-confluent P systems without membrane division can be simulated in polynomial time by
non-deterministic Turing machines; hence, we have that NPMCN AM equals the complexity class NP.
Many research topics still remain to be investigated. The results of this papermight be improved by solvingNP-complete

problems with uniform families of non-confluent P systems without division. A characterization of NP in terms of confluent
P systems is still missing, and a precise characterization of the class of problems solvable in polynomial time by using both
kinds of membrane division rules (denoted byNPMCAM) has not yet been found. It is known that this class contains PSPACE
(as a consequence of the results in [14]) and is conjectured to be contained in NEXP (this could be proved by adding the
simulation of division rules to Algorithm 1, as the authors have already done for confluent P systems [12]).
Space complexity classes for P systems, first considered in [4] and then generalized to recognizer P systemswithmutable

membrane structure [11,15], have not yet been investigated thoroughly in the non-confluent setting; this might be an area
inwhich such devices differ from traditional computingmodels, where using nondeterminismusually does not reduce space
requirements.
We also think that it might be useful to examine exponential-time complexity classes: howmuch power do we gain, and

is the inability to increase the depth of membrane structures a stumbling block in solving harder and harder problems?
Our hope is that the complexity-theoretic approach to membrane computing, besides providing insight on unconven-

tional and parallel computing models, can also help us in clarifying the relationships between classic complexity classes.
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